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Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1 and let H be a finite cyclic 
Hopf algebra, i.e., H is a Hopf algebra over R and has a free basis 
( 1, D,..., DC’- ’ ) as R-module. A finite cyclic Hopf algebra H with free basis 
( 1, D,..., D” ’ ) is called a derioation rtpe if the comultiplication map d of 
Hisdefined byd(D)=D@l+l@D: 
In this paper, for a finite cyclic Hopf algebra of derivation type, we deter- 
mine the structure of H-Galois estrnsions of R in the sense of [9, 
Definition 1.41. (An H-Galois extension of R is equivalent to an H*-Hopf 
Galois extension of R in the sense of [ 17, p. 66, Definition], where H* is 
the dual Hopf algebra Hom.(H, R).) First we show that if H is a finite 
cyclic Hopf algebra of derivation type, then the base ring R contains the 
prime field GF(p) and the algebra structure of H is determined by a 
p-polynomial 
P(X) = X”’ - u,, , xp”+’ - . . . - zt,p’- ” - z&y (u, 6 R). 
Using [3, Proposition 1.61 and [9, Proposition 2.71, we show that if an 
R-algebra A is an H-Galois extension of R, then -4 is a commutative 
algebra and there exists an element r E R such that A is isomorphic to 
R[X]/( P( X) - r ). Our H-Galois extensions contain various different exten- 
sions. For instance, if u,=O for all i, then R[X]/(P(X)- r) is a modular 
ring extension in the sense of I. Kersten [S]. If u0 is invertible, then 
P(X) - r is a separable polMvnomial in R[X] and thus R[X]/(P(X) - r) is a 
separable H*-Hopf Galois extension of R. When this is the case, we can 
show that there exists a separable H*-Hopf Galois extension A of R which is 
not a G-Galois extension of R in the sense of [ 11. In [6], A. Hattori poin- 
ted out that a Hopf Galois extension R[X]/(Xp-r) (rE R) has at least two 
different Galois Hopf algebras and in [ 15, p. 53, Remarks] we showed that 
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there exists a Hopf Galois extension which has many more non-isomorphic 
Galois Hopf algebras. But both cases are purely inseparable extensions. 
Using our p-polynomial and Hopf algebra as above, we give the following 
example: there exists a cyclic Galois extension which has two different Galois 
Hopf algebras, i.e., one is a group algebra of a cyclic group and the other is 
our above Hopf algebra H*. Moreover we show that the elements in the 
Brauer group of Azumaya R-algebras which split by an H-Galois extension 
A of R are representable by the smash product of A and R[X]/(P(X) - r). 
Finally, we give an isomorphism from R/(P(r) j r E R} to the group of 
isomorphism classes of H-Galois extensions of R. 
Throughout the following, R is a commutative ring with identity 1, each 
map is R-linear, and each algebra is an R-algebra. Unadorned @ means 
OR. Moreover H is a finite cyclic algebra of derivation type with basis 
i 1, D )...) D” ’ ), and J is a Hopf algebra over R which is a finitely 
generated projective R-module. For the other terminologies of Galois 
extensions (or Hopf Galois extensions) and Hopf algebras we refer to 
[2,9, 14, 161. 
1. H-G+LOIS EXTENSIONS 
In this section we characterize a finite cyclic Hopf algebra H of 
derivation type and determine the structure of H-Galois extensions of R. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let H be a finite cyclic Hopf algebra defined as abooe. 
Then the follolz?ng hold. 
( 1) R contains the prime ,field GF(p). 
(2) q = p“ ,for some positive integer e. 
(3) The ,free generator D satisfies a p-polynomial 
P(X) = p-p” - 1*‘,_ , p*-’ - . - U,XP’ - . _ U,X (u, E RI. 
Proof: Let D”=Cy:d r,D’ (r,E R). Then 
y-1 4-l 
d(Dy)= c r,d(D)‘= c r,(D@ 1 + l@D)’ 
r=O ,=o 
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Dk@Dq-’ 
4-l 
=l@Dy+ 1 Dk@Dek+Ylf'Dk@rk 
k=l k=O 
Since { 1 0 1, DO l,..., Dy- ’ 0 
d(Dy) = d(D)“, we have 
4-l 
c r,D’=D’l+r, and 
I=0 
1 } is linearly independent over R 0 H and 
r-k- r,D - 
Thus r,=O and 
(i>=O, (i) r,=O for 1 ,<k<i<q-1. 
By the same method in the proof of [7, Theorem 3.11, we have p. 1 = 0, 
q = pp for some positive integer e and r, = 0 if i # pj (0 < j 6 e - 1). Q.E.D. 
Let A be an R-algebra. A is called a left J-module algebra if A is a left 
J-module and for any hi J, a, bE A, there hold h(ab)=CC,, (hC,,a)(hC2,b) 
and h * 1 = s(h) 1, where A(h) = Cc/,, h(,,@h(,,. A is called a right 
J-comodule algebra if the comodule structure map CI: A --f A 0 J is an 
R-algebra homomorphism. If A is a right J-comodule algebra, then A is a 
left J*-module algebra by fa=&,, <J; ~,,,>a(,,, where a(a)= 
C,uj qo@q,, and ( , ): J* 0 J + R is evaluation. Conversely if A is a left 
J*-module algebra, then A is a right J-comodule algebra by a’(a) = 
C f,a 0 e, E A @J, where {e,, f,} is a projective coordinate system of J (cf. 
[ 10, p. 5731). Let A be an R-algebra which is a finitely generated projective 
faithful R-module. A is called a J-Galois extension of R if A is a right 
J-comodule algebra with respect to CI: A + A @J and the map y: A @A -+ 
A 0 J defined by y(a@b) = (a@ 1) a(b) is an isomorphism [9, 
Definition 1.41. This definition is equivalent to that A is a left J*-module 
algebra and the map 4: A # J* -+ End,(A) defined by &a # f)(b) = uf(b) 
is an isomorphism. A J-Galois extension A of R is said to have normal 
basis if there is an R-module isomorphism from J onto A which is also a 
right J-comodule isomorphism [9, Definition 2.61. This definition is 
equivalent to the dual normal basis in [IS]. 
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Let Id,,, d,,..., d,- 1 } be the basis for H* which is dual to the ordered 
basis ( I, D,..., Dq- ‘} for H. S’ mce the multiplication of H* is given by 
d, * d, = and di* d,=O (i+j>q), 
the d, are nilpotent for 1 < id q - 1. Then we have the following 
PROPOSITION 1.2. An H-Galois extension A of R has normal basis. 
Moreover A is isomorphic to H” as kft H*-module. 
Proof. Since R is commutative, A is a faithfully flat R-module. Thus the 
first part follows from [9, Propositions 1.9 and 2.71. Next we show that A 
is isomorphic to H* as left H*-module. By the first half of the proposition, 
it suffices to show that H* is isomorphic to Has left H*-module, where the 
left H*-module structure of H is defined by 
.fh=c CL 41,) b f~~*,h~H,andd(h)=Ch~,,Oh,,, 
01 I h ) ! 
Define a map $: H* --, H by 
$(d,) = D” ’ and $(f) =.fDY - ‘. 
Since d, is the identity element in H*, rj is a left H*-module 
homomorphism and 
$(n;)=d,D@=‘f’ (“;‘) (dk,, 0’) D”-‘-’ 
r=O 
gq-1-k (k = l...., q - 1 ). 
Thus $ is an isomorphism from H* onto H because (4; ‘) is invertible 
in R. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.3. For any r E R, B = R[X]/(P(X) - r) is an H-Galois exten- 
sion of R. 
ProoJ: We set s = X+ (P(X) - r). Define a map ~1: B -+ B@ H by 
a(s) = x0 1 + 1 @D and inductively cc(Y) = a(x)“. Clearly c( is a well- 
defined H-comodule structure map and by 
‘I- 1 “- 1 
a(~“) = 1 ui(sp’@ 1) + c u;(l 0 Dp’) + r 
i=O /=O 
=x~@~+~@D~=cI(.‘c)~, 
481’110 l-9 
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a is an R-algebra homomorphism. Thus CI is an H-comodule algebra 
homomorphism. Now we have to show that the map y: B&I B -+ B@ H 
defined by ~(a@h)=(a@l)a(b) . is a left B-module epimorphism [9, 
Definition 1.41. As is easily seen y is a left B-module homomorphism. Since 
y is an R-algebra homomorphism, we have y{ (a@ l)( 1 @x-x@ l)‘} = 
(a@l){y(l@x-x01))’ = a@D’. Thus y is a left B-module 
epimorphism. Q.E.D. 
Using [3, Proposition 1.61 and Proposition 1.2, we have the main 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let A he an R-algebra which is an H-Galois extension of 
R. Then A is a commutative R-algebra and there exists an element r E R such 
that A is isomorphic to R[X]/( P(X) - r) as an H-Galois extension of R. 
Proof: By Proposition 1.2, there exists an H*-module isomorphism 
[ 1: H -+ A. Then by [3, Proposition 1.61, the multiplication in A is deter- 
mined by an invertible element u in the algebra H* @ H* according to the 
following rule: apply the comultiplication map of H to each factor of the 
element 0’0 D’ of HO H to obtain 
(D@l+lOD)‘@(D@l+l@D) 
apply tl to the first and third factors and multiply the second and fourth 
factors to obtain C,,, (I)(:) u(D’+‘@ D’- ‘). DA+‘; then 
CD’]. CD’1 = ; (i)( :j u(D’-“@D’-‘). [D”“] 
= u( 10 1). [D”‘] + linear combination of [D”] for k < i + j. 
Since u is invertible in H* 0 H*, u( 10 1) is invertible in R and one can 
deduce directly from the rule for multiplication that the powers [Dli for 
0 < id q - 1 freely generate the H-Galois extension A as an R-module. 
Moreover, since P(D) = 0, then 
P([D]Ol+l@D)=P([D]@l)+P(t@D)=P([D])~l+l~P(D) 
=P(CDl)O 1 
for the elements in the tensor product of the H-Galois extension A with H. 
It now follows from the definition of an H-Galois extension that 
J’(CDI)ER. Q.E.D. 
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For positive integers e, (i= 1, 2 ,..., n), we set 
P,(X) = /y/J“’ - U,,, ~ 1p”‘-’ - . . . - &XP” - . . . - u,J (%J E RI. 
Let H,= R[D,] z R[X,]/(P,(X,)) be finite cyclic Hopf algebras of 
derivation type. Then as a corollary of the above theorem, we have the 
following generalization of [S, Satz 1.21. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let H, be as above and J = H, 0 . . . 0 H,, . Then B is a 
commutative J-Galois extension of R if and only (f B is isomorphic to 
RIX,]/(PI(X,)-r,)O ... @R[X,,]/(P,,(X,,)-r,,) as J-Galois extension. 
Proqf: Let B be a commutative H, @ H,-Galois extension of R. We set 
B,=B*f= (hEBlf(h)=EH#“)hforany fEH;j 
B,=BH;= [hfBIg(h)=aH;(g)hforanygEHr) 
Then by [ 15, Proposition 33, B, (i = 1, 2) is an H,-Galois extension of R. 
and B= B, @ B1 as H, @ H,-Galois extension. Thus the corollary is easily 
seen by Theorem 1.4. 
Remark 1. If u,,=O for all i, j, then R[X,]/(P,(X,)-r,)@ ... @ 
R[X,,]/(P,,( X,,) - I’,,) is a modular ring estension of R in the sense of Kersten 
[S]. If U, is invertible, then by [ 11. Corollary 31, P(X) - r is a separable 
polynomial and thus R[X]/(P(X)-r) is a separable H-Galois extension of 
R. Especially R[X]/(X” - X- 1.) is a cyclic p-extension of R. In this case, 
H* is isomorphic to R(o) as Hopf algebra, where (a) is a cyclic group of 
order p [ 10, Proposition 5.11. 
Remark 2. Let k be the prime field GF(2). Then the polynomial 
X’+ X+ 1 is separable and irreducible in k[X]. Thus K= k[X]/ 
(X3 + X+ 1) is a cyclic 2’-extension of k with Galois group (o) of order 4. 
On the other hand, K is an H*-Hopf Galois extension of k, where 
H= R[D] and D4 = D. So H* has a free basis jd,, d,, d,, d3) and 
Q’, * Q’, = 0 (i = 1,2,3). Hence for any element z E H*, ? = 0 or 2’ = do (the 
identity element in H*). Thus k(o) and H* are not isomorphic as Hopf 
algebra. This shows that there exists a cyclic Galois extension which has t,co 
different Galois Hopf algebras (cf. [6, 15, p. 53, Remarks] ). 
Remark 3. Let k be the prime field GF(3) and K = k( Y) the rational 
function field with indeterminate Y. Then we can check that f(X) = 
X3 + YX+ 1 is a separable irreducible polynomial in K[X], and so K[s] = 
K[X]/(f(X)) is a separable field extension of K, where x = X + (f(X)). 
Moreover if cx K[x] + K[x] is a K-automorphism, then d is the identity 
map. Thus K[.x] is not a Galois extension of K but a separable H*-Hopf 
Galois extension of K, where H = K[D] and D3 = - YD. 
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Remark 4. For a J-module algebra A and a J-comodule algebra B, we 
can define the smash product algebra A # B which is equal to A @B as 
R-module but the multiplication is defined by 
where the J-comodule structure-of B is given by ~l(h)=C~,,) b,,,@hC,,~ 
B @ J. If A is an H*-Galois extension of R and if B is an H-Galois extension 
of R, then our smash product algebra A # B is equal to that of [4], and 
thus A # B is an Azumaya R-algebra. When this is the case, B is 
isomorphic to R[X]/(P(X) - Y) for some r E R and the H-comodule struc- 
ture of R[X]/(P(X) - Y) = R[x] is given by a’(x) =x0 1 + 1 @D. Thus 
(1 # x)(a # l)=a#x+D(a) # 1 (aEA) 
in A # R[x]. 
On the other hand, for an H*-Galois extension A, we can define the 
skew polynomial ring ( = differential polynomial ring) A[ Y; D] with 
multiplication 
Ya=aY+D(a) (aEA) 
(cf. [S] or [7]). Since (P(Y) - r) A[ Y; D] = A[ Y; D](P( Y) - r), we have 
the quotient ring A[ Y; D]/(P( Y) - r) A[ E’; D] = A[y; D], and it is easy to 
check that the map 
defined by f(C a,y’) =C a, # X’ is an R-algebra isomorphism. Thus 
A [y; D] is an Azumaya R-algebra. This is shown in [S, 71. Moreover by 
[IS, Theorem 21, any Azumaya R-algebra with A as a splitting ring is of the 
form A[ Y; D]/(P( Y) - r) A[ Y; D] for some r E R. Thus the elements in 
B(A/R), the Brauer group of Azumaya R-algebras split by A, are represen- 
table by the smash product of A and H-Galois extensions (cf. [S, Theorems 1 
and 21). 
2. THE GROUP OF H-GALOIS EXTENSIONS 
For any cocommutative Hopf algebra J over R, let Gal(R, J) be the 
group of isomorphism classes of commutative J-Galois extensions of R. In 
this section we compute the group Gal(R, H). 
For any r E R, we set A, = R[X]/(P(X) - r), which is an H-Galois exten- 
sion of R with structure map defined in Theorem 1.3. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let A, = R[X]/(P(X) - r) and A, = R[ Y]/(P( Y) -s) be 
defined as above. Then A, is isomorphic to A, as H-Galois extension of R if 
and only if there exists an element E R such that P(t) = r - s. 
Proof. Let f: A, 3 A, be an isomorphism of H-Galois extension of R. 
Let x and y be the residue classes of X and Y, respectively. We set f(x) = 
&‘~:d r,y’ (r, E R). Since f is an H-comodule algebra homomorphism, we 
have by (f@ 1) G!(X) =&f(x) that 4-I 
c 1 4--l c r,y’ @l-l-100= C r,(~Ol+lO~)‘. I=0 r=O 
Comparing the coefficients of both sides, we have r1 = 1 and rz = . . . = 
r ‘, _ , = 0. Thus ,f(x) = r. + y. Moreover f is an R-algebra homomorphism, 
and we have 
f(Y) =f(~)~ = r; + yy = r;! + 1 u,yp’ + s 
,=O 
= ,F;, drgl -t Y”‘) + r, 
and so P(r,) = rd - CT:; u,r$ = r-s. The converse part is obvious. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.2. The map q5: R -+ Gal(R, H) defined by Q1(r) = cl(A,) is a 
group epimorphism with kernel {P(r) 1 r E R), where cl(A,) is the 
isomorphism classes of A,.. 
Proof: If A is an H-Galois extension of R, then by Theorem 1.4, A is 
isomorphic to A, for some r E R and thus q5 is an epimorphism. Let A, and 
A, be H-Galois extensions of R. By Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show that 
cl(A,.) cl(A,) = cl(A,+ ,). By the definition of product in Gal(H, R), cl(A,) 
cl(A,)=cl(A,: A,,), 
A;A,= za,@b,EA,OA, ~f(u,)@b,=~a,Of(b,)foranyf~H*). 
i 
Let I and y be the residue classes of X and Y, respectively, where A, = 
R[X]/(P(X) - r) and A, = R[ Y]/(P( Y) -s). Since the H-comodule struc- 
ture of A, is given by a(a) = C;:d d,(a) @ D’, we have by Theorem 1.3 that 
d,(x) = 1 and d,(x) = 0 (i= 2,..., q - 1). Similarly d,(y) = 1 and d((y) = 0. 
Thus z=x@l+l@y~A..A,, (d,@l)(z)=l, and (d,@l)(z)=O. Let B 
be the R-subalgebra generated by z in A; A, and let CY:d r.,z’=O (rjER). 
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Noting that the H-comodule structure of A,. A,, induces X(Z) = 
z@ 1 + 100, we have 
4-l 4-l 
c r,cI(z)’ = c r,(z 0 1 + 1 0 1 @D)’ = 0. 
1=0 1=0 
Thus the coefficient rq- 1 of 10 10 Dym ’ is zero, and by induction we 
obtain r,,-2= ... = y. = 0. Therefore { 1, z,.,., zY- ’ > is linearly independent 
over R. Moreover by P(z) - (r + s) = 0, B is isomorphic to R[Z]/(P(Z) - 
(v + s)) and so B is an H-Galois extension of R. Hence by [2, 
Theorem 1.121, A;A,=Bz,4,.+,. Q.E.D. 
If H, are Hopf algebras defined in Section 1, then by [2, Theorem 3.111, 
Gal(R, H, 0 N2) z Gal( R, H, ) 0 Gal(R, Hz). Hence we have the following, 
which is a generalization of [S, Satz 1.31. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Gal(R, H, @ ... @I H,,)r R/(P,(r)) @ ... @R/(P,,(r)} 
as group. 
Finally, by [ 18, Corollary 4.51 and Proposition 1.2, we have the follow- 
ing 
COROLLARY 2.4. Gal(R,H,0...0H,,)rH’(H,X,R)O...OH’(H,T,R), 
where H’(H,?, R) is the second cohomology group of Harrison [18]. 
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